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The origin
The task

Specific recommendations highlighted in the evaluation and audit, namely to:

• **Improve** the overall outcome and impact monitoring of the FLEGT-AP…

• …**strengthen** the management capacity for delivery of the FLEGT-AP, especially at the central level, …

• …**reach out** to related sectors, multi-lateral fora and across the EC…
ToC: Where you are, and where you want to go
ToC: What you can control, influence, attract
\[ \text{hanges:} \]
\[ \Delta V_E = \Delta V_B \]
\[ \frac{\Delta V_E}{R_E} = \frac{\Delta V_B}{R_E} \]
\[ = -\Delta I_C R_C \]
\[ = \frac{-\Delta V_B R_C}{R_E} \]

1. Choose \( R_C \) & \( R_E \) to give desired \( I_C \) and gain.

2. Choose \( R_2 \) & \( R_1 \) to satisfy base bias condition.

\[ V_C = V_{bb} - I_C R_C \]
\[ V_B = V_E + 0.6 \]

\[ I_E = I_C + I_B = \frac{V_E}{R_E} = I_C \]
1. Key insights

FLEGT is influencing transformative change

Transformative change is underway in many of the countries in which the Facility works. This change is manifesting in cross-government coordination, stronger institutions, different ways of working, enhanced transparency and more effective participation by forest stakeholders in decision making processes. The commitments and dialogue accompanying the partnerships between the EU and respective FLEGT countries have provided insight into what it takes to transform institutions and improve accountability, while exposing challenges and identifying the levers that drive change.
How do we know?

Cross-gov’t coordination +
Stronger institutions +
Ways of working +
Transparency +
Participation =

Transformative change
So, where are we now…(draft ToC)
...And where we are going (with your help)